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I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of semi-supervised learning, the techniques
are grouped together taking into account all the partially
labeled samples. We, therefore, note the learning sample S
composed of a supervised sample Ssup and an unsupervised
Sunsup:

S = Ssup ∪ Sunsup.

In recent years, the unsupervised learning or clustering has
been addressed by various researchers; most of these works are
interested in integrating constraint into these methods. These
constraint can be generated from prior knowledge of the data
[1], or from a subset of labeled data [2]. Taking this knowledge
into account in a clustering process, represents a new field of
study in machine learning known as constraint classification
[3]. In addition, incorporating prior knowledge into clustering

processes has gained momentum in a number of real-world
applications such as face recognition via surveillance cameras
[4], the refinement of GPS maps [5] and landscape detection
in hyper-spectral data [6] [7].

Moreover, during these last ten years, a lot of works on the
integration of constraint in the unsupervised learning methods
are seen to be of great interest [8]–[10]. They represent a new
field of study in semi-supervised learning recognized as semi-
supervised learning with constraint.

In our work, we are interested in the study of the semi-
supervised clustering approaches with constraint classification
of medical data. To do this, we carry out a comparative
study of three recent semi-supervised constraints techniques:
cop-kmeans [5], the semi-supervised Mean Shift clustering
[11] and the semi-supervised kernel clustering with relative
distance [12]. The objective is to discuss and analyze more-
over the influence of the pairwise constraint (Must-Link and
Cannot-Link) on the performances of clustering by carrying
out experiments with different percentages of labeled exam-
ples.

The study is conducted on 6 medical data sets selected
from the UCI repository [13], and the paper is structured as
follows: we briefly present the main types of semi-supervised
clustering constraint in Section 2. Subsequently, section 3
will summarize the state of the art of the different types of
constraint and methods used in semi-supervised clustering.
Section 4 details the principles of the three semi-supervised
clustering techniques chosen for the comparative study. In
section 5, we discuss the experimental results obtained by
the comparative study on different medical datasets. Finally, a
general conclusion and prospects of the work come to close
this paper.
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II. CONSTRAINT CLUSTERING

Constraint clustering is an important task in the data mining
process. It allows modeling more finely the clustering task by
integrating constraint of users. See figure Fig.1.

Fig. 1. The different types of constraint

Several types of constraint can be considered [14]; they can
be related to clusters, such as their diameter or size, or can be
related to pairs of objects that must be in the same class or
not. A constraint can also depend on the type of information
that is manipulated, the latter can take several forms.

A. Global constraint

If the information is of structural form on the data, in this
case there are 4 ways to proceed :

• Adding position attributes: This method makes it
possible to add a notion of spatial location in a set of
data, this is done in a way to add positional attributes for
each object.

• Duplication of neighbors: This duplication technique is
based on the notion of neighborhood in terms of distance
dij in D dimensions (with i 6= j). It makes it possible to
increase the size of the vector attribute of an object with
the addition of one or more sets of attributes according
to the number of neighbors considered [15].

• Changing the distance calculation: Unlike the previous
methods of modifying the set of data (and more particu-
larly, the vector attribute of each object by the addition of
new attributes), in a less direct way certain methods make
it possible to integrate constraint by incorporating spatial
information, this by changing the way of calculating the
distance between two objects.

• Modification of the objective function: This last cate-
gory of global constraint methods, and more particularly
neighborhood information, modifies a criterion to be
optimized by the objective function of any algorithm,
using an optimization procedure.

B. Group constraint

In machine learning, available knowledge can also be
provided from groups information of objects. It can be
defined as requirements on the overall shape, orientation
or other characteristics of the groups. The minimum or
maximum capacity of these seems to be the most used

characteristic in the literature.

– Minimum capacity constraint : Methods that use
constraint on groups of objects, which are expanded
to avoid solutions containing empty groups. This ap-
proach imposes constraint on the structure of groups.
As a result, it is possible to specify a minimum
number of objects for each group.

– Maximum capacity constraint : The use of this
type of constraint is most often applied by non-
supervised learning algorithms of the hierarchical
grouping type. Consequently, from the created hi-
erarchy, it is possible to select groups of adapted
objects making it possible to enforce the defined
constraint.

C. Features constraint :

Prior knowledge can be interpreted as information depen-
dent on the characteristics of objects. These constraint
make it possible to orient the classification of objects
according to their values for a given feature.

D. Objects constraint :

In 1984, Bejar and Cortes [16] developed a constrained
hierarchical classification algorithm incorporating feature
constraint. Object constraint define boundaries on
individual pairs of objects. This type of prior knowledge
about data is usually provided in three forms:

– Partial labeling : The labeling of a higher dimen-
sion set of objects is represented by a complex and
expensive function in computing time which makes
this task often impossible. As a solution, it is possible
to label a subset containing only a few objects.

– Feedback : An iterative approach has been adopted
by the interactive classification systems, this system
produces a partition of data then evaluates and vali-
dates it by an expert, if all the data is of important
dimensions, we can find a difficulty during the vali-
dation of the results, so an expert can clearly indicate
the partitioning errors (system-induced) after we can
use this information in the next iteration.

– Relationship between pairwise objects : The
constraint produce indications on the desired
partition and implement these indications in
clustering algorithms to increase their performance
[1]. Let X = x1, ..., xn be the set of observations
that must be grouped into K classes, and denoted
by u1, ..., uK . For each pair of observations xi, xj
in X , we denote the distance between them by
d(xi, xj). This type of constraint simply certifies
that two objects are:

a) Must-Link (ML): which forces two observations
xi and xj to be in the same class.
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Where for two instances of data xi and xj in the data
set, xi, xj ∈ X(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) , if xi and xj satisfy
the Must-Link constraint, then after completing the
clustering, xi and xj satisfy xi ∈ Cm ∧ xj ∈
Cm,Cm ∈ ∏

, 1 ≤ m ≤ k, otherwise the cluster
fails. The constraint can be described as xi ML xj .
b) Cannot-Link (CL): If two observations xi and
xj are in two different classes we can define
these two objects by Cannot-Link (CL). Where for
two instances of data xi and xj in the data set,
xi, xj ∈ X(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), if xi and xj satisfies
the Cannot-Link constraint, after completing the
clustering, xi and xj satisfy xi ∈ Cm ∧ xj ∈
Cn,Cm,Cn ∈∏

, 1 ≤ m,n ≤ k,m 6= n, otherwise
the cluster fails. The constraint can be described as
xi CL xj .

In this paper, we are interested in the comparative study
of semi-supervised learning algorithms that are based on
the pairwise constraint and are provided as two types of
constraint: Must-Link (ML) and Cannot-Link (CL).

III. RELATED WORK ON SEMI-SUPERVISED
CLUSTERING (SSC)

The emergence of Semi-Supervised Clustering (SSC)
techniques appeared by the extension of unsupervised
methods (clustering) in semi-supervised learning. The
adaptation was done in two groups of unsupervised learn-
ing methods : feature-based and graph-based approaches.

A. Feature-based approach:

where each data point has a representation in terms
of a feature, a vector or a structured representation as
a sequence, time series, or graphic. e.g. k-means and
mixture of Gaussian....

B. Graph-based approach:

where a graphical similarity between data points is
granted, e.g. spectral clustering methods.
Indeed, the literature shows that a large number of works
have focused on the application of these two types of
semi-supervision (Fig.2) :

– Pointwise : where the cluster label of a small number
of points are available to guide clustering two by two.
[17]

– Pairwise : where ”must-link” and ”cannot-link” the
constraint between certain pairs of points are avail-
able.

Over the past decade [18], feature-based methods have
been widely studied for proper generalization, algorithms
such as k-means and its variants have been one of the
most successful adaptation that has accurately drawn part
of the semi-supervision. These methods have been gener-
alized to incorporate the SSC context learning metric and
the parameter and inference estimation into a graphical
model [2] [19] [20].

Fig. 2. The Semi-Supervised Clustering (SSC) Approaches

On the other hand, there are several approaches to SSC
based on graphical representation and clustering methods
based on graphs [21], [22]. The literature on SSC has
also exploited the graph track centered mainly on points
to explore in the semi-supervised context. The methods
of spectral clustering are widely used for unsupervised
learning with the graphical presentation [19] [3] [23] and
at the same time, can be considered as a solution of graph-
cut space problems.

IV. METHODS

The aim of this work is to discuss and analyze moreover
the influence of the pairwise constraint (must-link and
cannot-link) on the performances of clustering by carry-
ing out experiments with different percentages of labeled
examples. In this direction, we carry out a comparative
study of three recent semi-supervised clustering learning
techniques with pairwise constraint : cop-kmeans [5], the
semi-supervised Mean Shift clustering [11] and the semi-
supervised kernel clustering with relative distance [12].

A. Constrained K-means Algorithm (COP K-means)

The goal of clustering analysis methods is to share a set of
data into homogeneous subgroups. In literature, we notice
that most existing semi-supervised clustering methods are
modified versions of k-means [24]. The COP K-means
algorithm of Wagstaff et al. [5] is the most advanced
of these versions, by integrating the constraint, it has
been demonstrated that this approach makes it possible
to guide and improve clustering, and thus improves the
performances of the algorithms. As part of the semi-
supervised clustering, there are many ways to constrain
data. COP K-means consider particularly two types of
possible constraint between observations: if the two ob-
servations are in the same cluster we have the type ”must
-link”; otherwise they are in a different cluster so this
constraint is ”cannot-link”. The algorithm takes a set of
data (D), a set of must-link constraint(Con=), and a set
of constraint not-link (Con6=). It returns a partition of the
instances in D that satisfies all the specified constraint.

B. The Semi-supervised Kernel Mean Shift clustering
Algorithm (SKMS)

The goal of this method is to integrate supervision
into the mean shift clustering method [25] which uses
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Algorithm 1 :COP K-means
Input:
D : a set of data
(Con=):a set of Must-Link constraint
(Con6=):a set of Cannot-Link constraint

1: Select randomly : Kpoints : initial cluster centers.
2: Each point di ∈ D is assigned to its nearest cluster while

ensuring no constraint (Con=) and (Con6=) is broken.
3: Update each center cluster to be the means of its con-

stituent items
4: Repeat (2) and (3) until convergence.

Return (Con=), (Con6=)

only pairwise constraint to guide the clustering procedure.

Mean shift clustering: proposed by Cheng et al. [25] is a
powerful non-parametric popular mode search technique
that does not require prior knowledge of the number of
clusters and does not limit the shape of clusters.

– A popular mode that iteratively locates modes in data
by maximizing kernel density estimate (KDE).

– The non-parametric nature of mean shift makes it a
powerful tool for discovering arbitrarily shaped clus-
ters present in the data. In addition, the number of
clusters is automatically determined by the number
of discovered modes.

The semi-supervised kernel Mean Shift clustering
(SKMS) algorithm of Anand et al. [11] generalizes the
linear projection operation to a linear transformation of
the kernel space which will make it possible to scale
the distance between the constraint points. With this
transformation, the must-link points are moved closer
together, while the can-not points can be moved further.
This transformation is performed as shown in algorithm 2.
For each cluster in the dataset, a small amount of labeled
data is used to generate the even constraint (must-link
and cannot-link).

C. The Semi-supervised kernel clustering with relative
distance Algorithm (SKLR)

This algorithm proposed by Amid et al. [12] is largely
inspired by the SKMS algorithm. The main contribution
is to extend the SKMS algorithm to handle relative
distance comparisons. This, to consider the problem of
clustering a set of data into k groups subject to an
additional set of constraint on comparisons of relative
distance between data elements. The additional constraint
are intended to preselect lateral information that is not
expressed directly in the feature vectors.
Relative comparisons can express structures at a narrower
level of details ( finer ) than the Must-Link (ML) and
Cannot-Link (CL) constraint that are commonly used
for semi-supervised clustering. They are also particularly

Algorithm 2 :SKMS
Input:
D : a data set: D
(Con=): a set of must-link constraint
(Con6=):a set of cannot-link constraint
γ: constant distance factor

1: Map the data to a kernel space (kernel).
2: Apply the mean shift on non Approved data.
3: Select the σ parameter for the initial kernel Gaussian

function with minimizing the divergence metric log-det.
4: Calculate the initial matrix
5: Calculate the matrix Kof kernel (n ∗ n) of low-rank K0

6: Select the mean shift bandwidth parameter k by using K
matrix and constraint(Con=)

7: Repeat : for Xi ∈ D, i = 1...n
8: Application of the SKMS algorithm to assign data to

clusters.
9: until all the constraint are satisfied

Return : cluster labels

useful in contexts where the granting of a ML or CL
constraint is difficult because the granularity of real
clustering is unknown. The SKLR algorithm is a break
down according to the following steps in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 : SKLR
Input:
initial (n ∗ n) kernel matrix K0

Cneq et Ceq: set of relative comparisons
γ: constant distance factor

1: Find low-rank representation
2: Calculate (n ∗ n) the K kernel matrix of low-rank K0

3: using incomplete Cholesky decompositio: Find (n ∗ r)
column orthogonal matrix Q

4: Apply the transformation M̂ ← Q>MQ S on all matrices
5: Initialize the kernel matrix K̂ ← K̂0

6: Repeat
7: (1) Select an unsatisfied constraint C ∈ Cneq

⋂
Ceq

8: (2) Apply Bregman projection
9: Until all the constraint are satisfied

Return K ← Q K � Q

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS DISCUSSION

The performance is determined using Rand Index (RI)
peer counting methods to measure the influence of stress
integration in these algorithms to guide and improve their
performance. The comparative study is conducted on 6
selected medical data sets from the UCI repository [13],
the characteristics of which are summarized in the TableI.
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datasets #instances #variables # class
Pima 768 8 2
Bupa 345 6 2

pancreatic 181 6771 2
heartstatlog 270 13 2
New-thyroid 215 15 3
dermatologie 358 34 6

TABLE I
BENCHMARK DATA SETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 3. Clustering results with different constraint

The figure Fig.3, represents the performance graph of
the algorithms tested on the selected benchmark. In pima
dataset, the best performance is recorded by the SKMS
algorithm with 15% of labeled data. Observing the bupa
dataset, we note that the SKLR algorithm records a
perfect performance equals to 1 with a small amount
of labeled data equals to 15%. On the other hand, the
SKLR algorithm remains almost stable with an average
value that does not exceed 0.53. The performance of
the cop-kmeans algorithm has reached a maximum of
0.71, with some stability of performance for each dataset.
In Fig.3, we continue to note the best performance of
the SKMS algorithm, the groupings are identical the
agreement rate is exactly 1, from 20% of labeled data. In
parallel, the SKLR and cop-kmeans algorithms maintain
their average performance throughout the experiment. For
the heartstatlog dataset, we note that the performance
of the SKMS algorithm always keeps the best results,
while a decrease in SKLR performance is recorded. The
red curve that represents the performance of cop-kmeans
remains low for the different constraint rates.

For the dermatology dataset, we notice that the SKLR
curve is identical with the SKMS curve, with high perfor-
mances at the beginning (10% to15%). Compared to the
SKMS method, the cop-kmeans algorithm remains stable
with a value not exceeding 0.74 as the best performance
recorded. Here, we can say that the SKLR algorithm is
the best for this multi-class dataset.
The performance of the algorithms changes completely
when using the new-thyroid dataset. Indeed, compared
to previous experiments, we have found from the graph
(Fig.3), that the SKMS results take a constant and average
value; which indicates that the algorithm is not affected
by the added constraint. On the other hand, the SKLR
algorithm keeps the best results. For cop-kmeans algo-
rithm, their best performance is obtained with a high rate
of labeled data. We deduce from this analysis that the
best algorithm is SKLR for the new-thyroid dataset.
We can say according to the experiments carried out, that
the algorithms studied achieve good clustering results.
We can also mention through these experiments that the
quantity and quality of constraint that are created in a
random way allow to improve the performance of these
methods and they have a direct impact on the results.
One can say that at the end of this study, the results
of the comparisons revealed that the best compromise is
achieved by the SKMS algorithm compared to SKLR and
cop-kmeans.

VI. CONCLUSION

In light of the realized comparative study, we can
conclude from the obtained results that the use of these
3 methods is very promising, where, we clearly observe
by increasing our requirements on similarity, we still
manage to extract information to enrich, and get better
performance.

The different tracks explored during this work led us
to consider many perspectives. We present here those
which seem to us the most promising: One of the short-
term perspectives is to carry out a comparative study
of the different types of constraint and the best way
of applying them in order to improve the efficiency of
the methods. In addition, in a long-term perspective, the
interest will be focused on the automatic segmentation
and annotation of structures in biomedical images [26],
which are essential tasks for a multitude of key applica-
tions including assisted diagnosis, pathology monitoring
and clinical research. The process of segmentation is
very complex, due in particular to the low contrast, the
superposition of regions of interest and noise, typically
present in medical images. By the application of the semi-
supervised clustering with constraint techniques, it will be
possible to automatically label the regions of interest in
the image or volume to be segmented. The contribution
of the constraint will guide the algorithm for an efficient
and targeted segmentation.
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